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FUTURE STATE

Seven Predictions
Shaping the Future of Work

This is Future State. Year Two.

VANCOUVER
DENVER
MIAMI
DETROIT

For designers, it’s not about what’s now, it’s
about what’s next. How is work evolving?
How do we solve new problems for new
generations? How do we design spaces,
products, environments, and even attitudes
to help people to do their best work and live
their most fulfilling lives?
Herman Miller invited 80 up-and-coming
designers across the US and Canada to
four workshops to learn more about their
thoughts on the future of workplace design,
the evolving role of designers, what keeps
them up at night, and which nuts they’re
desperate to crack.
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We call this group Future Staters. Within
this Folio you’ll find a collection of their
predictions, blue-sky ideas, anxieties, and
crazy bets. You’ll learn about the changing
world of work as well and the changing role
designers are playing in it. The rate of change
over the past five years has been more than
we’ve seen in the last few decades—and
things aren’t slowing down. At Herman Miller,
we want to understand what designers think
the environments they’re creating might
look like five or 10 or 20 years from now.
Here’s a look at our Future Staters’ top
seven predictions.
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HOW WILL PEOPLE
WORK DIFFERENTLY IN
THE FUTURE?
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Ever feel like you’re toggling between work you and life you
and that something’s got to give? The tensions of life-work
integration came up again and again across the four cities
where we met with our Future Staters.
The paradigm shift they see coming is not just about
working less or working from home more. It’s about being
fully present, whatever you’re doing. They envision a
future where people, and the organizations they work for,
will develop better boundaries between the two worlds
to encourage deeper, more meaningful engagement with
both. You’ll disconnect from tech, confident that work will
go on without you for a few minutes, maybe even a few
days—and vice versa when you’re in the office.

01. DUELING WITH DUALITY
It’s not so much productivity that’s in need of an overhaul,
it’s attention. You’ll stop bowing to the master of
multitasking and focus on the single task at hand. The most
important collaboration with your boss won’t be the big
client presentation, it will be designing the perfect worklife continuum for you. You’ll rely on individual analytics
to understand when you’re at your best and seek out the
work cultures that embrace how you’re built, all of which
translates into working during your peak-performance hours
(which may not be 9–5) and relaxing away from the office
to recharge. You’ll integrate your two equally important
worlds, your two selves, into one, fully present at work,
fully engaged at home.
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Laptop? Check. Headphones? Check. Hour-long commute
to the office? Hard pass. Fewer and fewer people spend
the week at corporate HQs these days. And though logging
on from the living room is a boon to your midweek laundry
routine, what’s lost?
Future Staters were ambivalent about what some have called
the demise of the office. In an age where the digital can start
to replace many aspects of physical presence, how quickly
do you start to feel disconnected from other people? The
designers we talked with predicted you can only benefit
from pajama productivity for so long, and that in time, you’ll
be drawn back to the in-person, human connections you
inherently crave.
Technology and tools are designed to make remote workers
feel more connected to their teams, but there was a

02. LONGING FOR BELONGING
prevailing sense that something has been lost as we become
more reliant on email, Slack, and our companies’ outdated
Intranet message boards. The Future Staters didn’t seem to
think a lengthy commute would be so bad if the workplace
could heighten one’s sense of comradery, trust, and thirst
for juicy water-cooler gossip. They see the workplace as a
magnet that attracts and focuses energy in a world where a
by-product of improving communications technology
has a natural tendency to grow the divide between us.
Herman Miller’s own research on this subject tells us that
more than one-third of workers feel that the most important
aspect of their workplace was a feeling of belonging. Our
Future State participants agree: they’re pushing designs
that promote coworker face time (the non-iPhone variety) in
spaces that accelerate authentic connection.
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HOW WILL THE WORK
PROCESS EVOLVE?
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Today, people embrace the Amazon mindset: give me
what I need, the second I need it. It’s an era of just-in-time
products and services, and while that’s all well and good
for paper towels and prestige TV, what could it mean for
the workplace?
Future Staters predict that this accelerating need for speed,
coupled with a steep rise in the number of freelancers in the
coming years could create a new way to staff companies.
They imagine an open-source strategy for recruiting top

03. THE END OF EMPLOYEES
talent and deploying it on a project-by-project basis. Today,
companies are premised on a group of full-time employees
and the occasional consultant. Imagine a world where that
distribution is flipped. Now, companies are built and rebuilt
project-by-project, day-by-day, by handpicking from a
large pool of consultants. As each project changes, so does
your team. This post-employee model lets you expedite
processes, get to market quicker, design better and faster,
and innovate productively, all by harnessing the industry’s
top talent for the specific task at hand.
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Picture this: Your client is out to dinner and she loves the
atmosphere. Her endorphins kick in and a program on
her smart watch shoots the app on your computer a note.
Call it a social-emotional Fitbit or an environmentally aware
wearable—Future Staters dream of a device that could
show you and your design team exactly how your client
responds to the music, furniture, lighting, and general
vibe of a space.

04. CAPTURING ALL THE FEELS
Once the data loads, it populates a Pinterest page, makes
product suggestions, and translates a good feeling, one that
the client might not have even been able to put into words,
into tangible design inspiration. Between the watch and the
app, you’re getting direct responses to the stimuli in the
space, and the information you need to act on it. Welcome
to a brave new era of client feedback.
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Today, if you’re a designer working on a 10-story workplace,
you might find yourself in a meeting with the client,
furniture dealer, and contractor. What happens when the
client needs you to value-engineer 10 stories into eight and
cut half a million dollars from the furniture budget? Today,
you might think, “that’s impossible. We don’t have time, you
don’t have the budget, there’s too much to coordinate!”
Future Staters dream that the impossibility of these moraleand budget-crippling client requests might soon be a thing
of the past thanks to robots, holograms, and an

05. IS TECH FRIEND OR FOE?
assortment of Jetsons-inspired tech. Across our four
events, we heard about robot contractors, next-level
modeling software, and automated on-demand furniture
manufacturing. Despite some of the anxiety the designers
tapped into when it comes to our personal relationships
with tech (see Predictions 1 and 2)—when it came to
the promise of AI, big data, and robotics to the process
of design, the group tended toward techno-optimism.
It’s a fascinating tension, one to which we’ll be paying
close attention.
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HOW DOES THAT
DEFINE THE PLACES
WE WORK?
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Ever feel like you’re constantly adjusting your headspace
to your workspace? Today, you hack your office so it
better meets your needs (and ask for forgiveness later),
but what if tomorrow you not only get to influence, but
control, a uniquely designed space based on the needs of
the moment?
Future Staters imagine a new kind of office design, one in
which four tech-enhanced white walls transform your space
into whatever you want it to be. Spotify, but for space.

06. SENSIFY
Today, you’re working alone, and want a space that inspires
you. You program Sensify to a view of the mountains, and the
scene projects on the walls. Tomorrow, you’re with your boss,
and you need a little more polish. You reprogram Sensify
to display that customer research you’ve been compiling onto
the walls alongside some perfectly cohesive digital art and
your space looks like you’re ready for that raise she’s been
promising. With Sensify, your private office or huddle room or
project space is a blank canvas just waiting for you to cover
it with precisely what you need to succeed.
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It’s great to work from anywhere, but anywhere doesn’t
always have the best Wi-Fi, or a quiet place to take a phone
call, or the tech you need to collaborate with partners across
the globe. Future Staters see a chance to meet the needs of
an increasingly distributed workforce with an increasingly
distributed workplace. Welcome to the decentralized office.
Gone is the master workplace, and in its place is a series
of nodes, the ultimate triumph of the network over the huband-spoke approach, not to mention the sprawling
corporate campus.
One idea that stood out is applying the ‘city bike’ concept to
the workplace. Future Staters envision a world where the

07. AFTER THE OFFICE
benefits of being at global HQ can be found anywhere. You’re
on the train and have a meeting at 10:00. No problem, just
jump off and log in from a nearby Work Pod. Sign in and use
the room for an hour and hit up that nearby ‘gram-worthy
matcha bar immediately following. Next meeting needs a TV
screen so you can co-present with a virtual team, but even
the office outpost is out of the way. There’s a work café your
company subscribes to one block over; host the meeting,
and you’re off to get to your next appointment across town.
Now imagine Work Pods suffused with Sensify, because
the Danish-design-meets-Moroccan-riad vibe of your local
WeWork just isn’t for everyone.
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IN THE FUTURE,
PROCESS AND
PLACE MUST
SERVE PEOPLE.
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These seven bold predictions were just a
handful of the Future Staters’ exciting ideas
and ahead-of-the-curve prognostications.
Some feel close—we’d happily take that
better work-life integration tomorrow—
and others much further out. What’s most
inspiring, however, is seeing these 80 young
designers look into their crystal balls to see
the big problems lurking around the corner.
Better still, to see them put their heads
together and start to flick at big solutions.

As the Future State program gears up for Year
Three, we’re as committed to looking back, as
we are to looking forward. We’ll be assessing
the predictions from the first two years of
Future State and using some of them to inform
how we meet the market.
We’re excited to keep the conversation going,
to keep searching for the next big ideas, and
to keep learning from you.
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Vancouver

Denver

Alexa Bustamante
Dialog Design

Leah Romero
Oz Architecture

Jennifer Lock
Dialog Design

Ashley Roller
Oz Architecture

Robin Bailey
SSDG Interiors Inc.

Alex Marschman
DLR Group

Anna Wex
ZAS Architects +
Interiors

Cally Dalton
DLR Group

Amber Kingsnorth
MaK Interiors
Kathleen McGuiness
MaK Interiors

2019 FUTURE STATE
PARTICIPANTS

William Dahl
Ratio Architecture
Molly Anderson
Kasian
Macy Koochek
Kasian
Veronica Burch
MCM Interiors
Sherry Anderson
Omicron
Ayla Calverly
Omicron
Sylive Gagnon
KRA
Natalie Russel
KRA
Florence
Langenegger
ZGF Architects
Jieun Cho
ZGF Architects
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Sabrina Silva
Workplace Resource
Rhiannon Roberson
Davis Partnership

Kamilah Bermudez
MKDA

Jessi Mesalic
HED

Tonya Watts
MKDA

Alina Chelaidite
HED

Valentina Zerpa
MKDA

Tracy Sweeney
HED

Lisette Boosooboy
MCHarry Associates

Cameron Elder
Neumann/Smith

Jissette Jimenez
TSAO DesignGroup
Yamile Fernandez
CallisonRTKL
Ben Vogels
CallisonRTKL

Miami
Asya Gevorkyan
Gensler
Steven Burgos
Gensler
Nisha Prasad
NM Design Collaborative
Sunny Reed
Perkins & Will
Isabel Collazos
CUBE 3
Juan Mejia
OTJ Architects
Maria Sanchez
Gresham Smith
Alexis Moore
Gresham Smith
Aida Lora
AECOM
Maria Rivera
AECOM

Detroit
Elizabeth Barnes
Gensler
Dima Daimi
Gensler
Laura Saler
Gensler
Natalie Minott
Gensler
Amanda Curtis
SmithGroup
Colleen Georges
SmithGroup
Mary Eskin
Patrick Thompson Design
Jessica Weldon
Patrick Thompson Design
Brittany Walker
Stantec
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